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 Then Jesus said to his disciples: “Therefore I tell you, do 
not worry about your life, what you will eat; or about your 
body, what you will wear.  Life is more than food, and the body 
more than clothes.  Consider the ravens: They do not sow or 
reap, they have no storeroom or barn; yet God feeds them.  And 
how much more valuable you are than birds!  Who of you by 
worrying can add a single hour to his life?  Since you cannot do 
this very little thing, why do you worry about the rest? 
 “Consider how the lilies grow.  They do not labor or spin.  
Yet I tell you, not even Solomon in all his splendor was dressed 
like one of these.  If that is how God clothes the grass of the 
field, which is here today, and tomorrow is thrown into the fire, 
how much more will he clothe you, O you of little faith!  And do 
not set your heart on what you will eat or drink; do not worry 
about it.  For the pagan world runs after all such things, and 
your Father knows that you need them.  But seek his kingdom, 
and these things will be given to you as well. 
 “Do not be afraid, little flock, for your Father has been 
pleased to give you the kingdom.  Sell your possessions and 
give to the poor.  Provide purses for yourselves that will not 
wear out, a treasure in heaven that will not be exhausted, 
where no thief comes near and no moth destroys.  For where 
you treasure is, there your heart will be also.” 
 
SERMON:   
 
Good morning!  About ten years ago, I was just in college and U 
had a friend that was getting married and he was going 



through premarital counseling, and premarital counseling can 
be a time where you have to be really reflective if your going to 
be honest and you want your marriage to work.  And so one 
day, I was with a group of people and somebody asked him, 
“Hey, how’s premarital going?”  And he said, pretty snarky, he 
has a very strong-willed personality, he said, “Whoa, it’s going 
great if you like sitting in a room for an hour while someone 
tells you how horribly you are.”  Umm. they’re still happily 
married and I promise, it’s not Richard and Jenna! (Laughter) 
 
Sometimes when we read a passage of scripture that says kind 
of crazy hard things like “sell all of your possessions and give 
to the poor” it kind of feels like, my friend did in premarital, 
like your reading the scripture, your opening the text and all of 
a sudden it’s like telling you all this stuff that you really don’t 
want to hear.  (Laughter) 
 
When we face a difficult passage in scripture, umm.  I think we 
have two temptations that I want to try to avoid today.   
 
The first one is when we’re reading a passage that’s about us.  
What we tend to do when a passage really kind of hits home, is 
say, “There’s no way that dude could have meant that!  There’s 
no way that that difficult thing that the person is saying really 
applies to us today; there’s got to be some cultural story going 
on here that makes it, you know, me not have to do these 
things, and so our temptation is to just ignore it; we put it to 
the side, we pretend that that passage isn’t something that we 
should make central to our faith.   
 
The second temptation, I think is probably even worse!  We 
buy into it, and then we say, this is literally how you’re 
supposed to live and then we create burdens for people.  This 
is the sin of the Pharisees, right?  They would see all these 



really strict rules throughout the Levitical law and then they 
would people carry these hard burdens throughout their life.  
You have to follow these rules to be right, good, true “in”.   
That’s the other temptations we use scripture as this way to 
almost oppress people to hold them down to make them feel 
bad about themselves so we can have control over them and 
we can determine how they are supposed to behave, and we 
can keep our positions of authority. 
 
I think these are the two temptations when you face a difficult 
passage in scripture and so because it’s a difficult text, I’m 
going to do the first one and just ignore it. (Laughter)  Instead, 
I’m going to tell you some stories!  I promise I won’t ignore it 
forever, but (Laughter) I’m going to tell you a couple of stories 
if my technology works! 
 
The first one is from a guy named Bob Lupton. Bod has worked 
for the last 40 or so years in inner city Indianapolis trying to 
help communities get out of poverty; try to help them thrive 
through economic incentives, charity programs; he’s tried it all, 
he’s failed several times, but the way I stumbled upon Bob was 
in about 2004 someone gave me a book, “Theirs is the 
Kingdom” and it’s just stories of him interacting with people 
who are in need in inner city Atlanta.  This is probably one of 
the most powerful stories in the book and it’s pretty short, so…. 
I’m just going to read it, it was written in the 90’s, so there’s 
one line that is not culturally sensitive, so I’m going to change 
it.  (Laughter)  It’s called, “Please Sit in My Chair.” 
 
Anyone here have a favorite chair?  You walk in your house 
that that is “your chair”.  No one sits in that chair but you, 
right?  What’s your chair like, is it like leather, corduroy? 
Leather, oh, see!  Don’t sit in his chair!  (Laughter)  Bob had a 
chair, so this is what it’s about: 



 
“She’s 66, mildly mentally handicapped, dangerously 
overweight, twice a great-grandmother and a devoted member 
of our church.  She lives with four generations of extended 
family in an over-crowded, dilapidated house, but her buoyant 
spirit is undaunted since losing her youngest son in a senseless 
murder last Christmas Eve; he was shot while riding with his 
uncle in a taxicab.  She has redirected much of her affection to 
me.  “You’re my buddy,” she said with a broad snaggle-toothed 
grin.  “I pray for you everyday!”  Then she gives me a long bear 
hug.   She wants to sit close beside me in every church service 
and although the smell of stale sweat and excrement is often 
nauseating, she makes me feel a little special.  Her internal 
plumbing doesn’t work as well as it use to, and she leaves 
tobacco smears when she kisses my cheek.  But I’m please to 
have Mrs. Smith by my side.  She often hints, sometimes 
blatantly, that she would like to come home with us for a visit.  
Nothing would delight her more than to have Sunday dinner 
with me and my family.  But there’s a conflict:  it has to do with 
the values Peggy and I learned from childhood.  We believe 
that good stewardship means taking care of our belongings, 
treating them with respect, getting long service from them.   
 
Our boys know that they are not to track mud on our carpet or 
to sit on the furniture with dirty clothes.  To invite Mrs. Smith 
into our home means we will have filth and stench soil our 
couch.  There will be stubborn, offensive odors in our living 
room.  My greatest fear is she will want to sit in my new 
corduroy recliner.   I wouldn’t want to be rude and cover it 
with plastic to protect it from urine stains, but I know it would 
never be the same again.  Unknowingly, Mrs. Smith is forcing a 
conflict, a clashing of values upon me: 
 



Preserve and maintain, conserve and protect; these values 
were suddenly filtered into our theology.  It is increasingly 
difficult to separate the values of capitalism from the values of 
the kingdom.   
 
Stewardship has become confused with insurance coverage 
with certificates of deposit and protective coverings for our 
stained glass.  It is an offering, a tithe dropped into a plate to be 
used on ourselves and our buildings; somewhere on the way to 
becoming rich we have picked up the idea that preserving our 
property is preferable to expending it for people.  Why should 
it be so difficult to decide which is wiser?  To open the church 
to the homeless, to rest or do we install an electronic alarm 
system to preserve its beauty?   
 
Why should it be such a struggle to decide which is more godly, 
to welcome Mrs. Smith into my home and my corduroy recliner 
or preserve the homey aroma of my sanctuary and get extra 
years of service from my furniture?  
 
Is this not precisely the issue of serving mammon or God?  How 
ingenious of our American version of Christianity to make 
them both one and the same!  We did finally invite Mrs. Smith 
to have Sunday dinner in our home and she did just as I figured 
she would….she went straight for my corduroy recliner and it’s 
never been the same; in fact, Mrs. Smith even joined a Bible 
study in our home the next week.  Every Wednesday evening, 
she headed right for my chair! (Laughter)  She even referred to 
it as “her chair!”  (Laughter)  I thank God for Mrs. Smith and the 
conflict she brings in her more clearly than in Sunday school 
lessons or sermons.  I encounter the Christ of scripture, saying, 
“In as much as you have done it to the least of these my 
brethren, you have done it to Me.”   Because I’m ignoring the 
passage, I’m just going to keep telling stories.  (Laughter) 



 
The second one is a joke; this is actually one I heard Peter 
Rollins say.  He did a sermon here a couple of years ago.  He is a 
really funny Irish guy! 
 
Before I tell you this joke, I cannot tell you enough that this has 
actually happened to me where I work so, I just want to say 
that out loud!  I wish it were a joke! 
 
Early one morning, a man turned up at the house of his 
minister in tears saying, “Please, can you help a kind and 
considerate family in the area is in great trouble.  The husband 
recently lost his job and the wife cannot work due to health 
problems.  They have 3 young children to look after and the 
man’s mother lives with them because she is unwell and needs 
constant care.  They have no money at the moment and if they 
don’t pay the rent by tomorrow, the landlord is going to kick 
them out on the street, even if it’s in the middle of winter. 
 
The minister replied, “That’s terrible!  Of course I’ll help.  I’ll go 
get some money from the church fund to pay their rent!  
Anyway, how do you know that?”  To which the man replied, 
“Oh I am the landlord!”  (Laughter)  I kid you not that has 
happened at Love Inc. 
 
We have had landlords calling because they didn’t want to kick 
people out so they wondered if we could pay the rent.  Just a 
huge disconnect in our hearts and minds about how we 
interact with the things in our life, the things we accumulate, 
the stuff, the wealth and it really does play itself out as 
ridiculously as that story illustrates. 
 
As you know, I work at Love In the Name of Christ here in 
Huntington and so I get to see people who are in need all the 



time.   Last year, we served over 12% of Huntington County 
food, clothing.  We have a coaching/mentoring-type program 
that I am really proud of.   
 
Our goal and job is to help people who are in local churches be 
in relationship with people who are in need because we truly 
believe the church has the resources and power at its disposal 
to take care of those in our community that are hurting, so 
that’s why we exist so, I’m going to share a couple of stories 
from that, and I promise you I’ll stop ignoring the passage! 
 
The first story is a family who we met two years ago, they 
entered our Loving Neighbors Program which is where we pair 
them with an advocate volunteer that we have trained to just 
kind of walk beside them in relationship, help them set goals 
and work towards them.  This is one of the very first families 
that came to us once we started this program: 
 
Two parents, two or three kids, came to us asking for help with 
rent, electric, gas and water.  That’s what we call a “grand 
slam” because there are no other bills you have in your home!  
They needed lots and lots of help.  One of the parents was 
working; the other was desperately looking for a job.  If you 
know anything about a lot of the jobs here in Huntington, they 
really just, even the full time ones don’t often pay enough.  So 
they were in one of those situations, came to us asking for help, 
and we said, “You know, we can’t just really pay your bills but 
would you like to meet with one of our volunteers where they 
will sit down with you and give you some space to kind of think 
through what your options are?”  And they said, “Yeah, we’ll do 
that!”  So they met with them for four weeks and during that 
time, they kept track of all of their expenses, their receipts, 
their bills, the things they couldn’t pay, they’ve never done that 
before, they never just sat there and literally counted every 



penny; every penny that they spent, and every penny that they 
couldn’t spend. 
 
At the end of that time, they gave us a call and they said, “You 
know we’ve been doing this, we’ve been meeting with your 
volunteer for four weeks now and it just kind of hit us if you 
pay our bills, it’s not going to help is it?  We’re going to be in 
the same boat next month.  Nothing is going to change if you 
pay our bills, so what we’re going to do (I’ve had this 
conversation with families, for four years straight, I’ve 
probably had 60 times and I’ve never actually heard a family 
do this, when they first actually came to us to have their bills 
paid.)  They said, “You know what?  We are going to scale back, 
we’re going to move out of our place, our parents are going to 
let us stay with them until we can get back on our feet; it’s 
going to be overly crowded and not very comfortable, but 
we’re going to do that and we’re going to work harder on 
getting better employment and we’re going to pay down our 
debts where we don’t have as many bills.”   
 
To me that’s a win every time.  It’s not the church stepping in 
and saying, “We’re just going to pay it, and we’re going to keep 
you in this cycle.”  IT was a family who because they were 
given space, because they were given someone else to walk 
alongside them, they were able to make that responsible 
decision for themselves and that is a hard decision to make!  
It’s hard to say that you can’t make ends meet, it’s hard to say 
that you’re struggling and it’s even harder to ask for help, so 
I’m really proud of that family for doing that. 
 
Another story:  We had a family come to us about 4 years ago 
now, because when I first got there, and we don’t turn people 
down for food regardless of what some people in the 
community might tell you.  We just don’t.  We give people food 



every time they are eligible which is two times a month.   We 
had a family come to us, they have never asked for help before 
at any social service agency that we could find.  Huge family, 
they had a 15 passenger van to bring all their kids around and 
they knew how to pay their bills; they were responsible, but 
their van broke down, I think they needed a new transmission 
and they could afford to pay all their bills, and they could 
afford to fix the van, but then they had no money left over for 
food, so they came to us, and this is the only time that it has 
ever happened, we ask people to self disclose their income 
because we work with government commodities, so basically if 
they come and say that they are in that income range, they can 
come and get food.  This family said they were out of that 
income range.  I’ve never had a family come to us that was out 
of that income range, and we really didn’t know what to do, I 
was like, “I really don’t want them to go hungry, like, this is 
horrible,” so we found out they had a church and I asked them 
if I could call their pastor and talk to him and they said, “Yeah, 
that would be fine.”  So I called the pastor and told him the 
story, and I said, “Is there anything your church can do?  This is 
just a unique situation, and by the end of the day, they had the 
entire 15-passenger van filled with groceries!  Way more than 
they could get from Love Inc. 
 
I had a student when I was a youth pastor who came from a 
family that didn’t have very much.  None of his parents worked.  
Any time he got any money for himself, if he like, you know, 
raked someone’s yard and got $10, he blew it right away.  He 
had no understanding of what to do with that $10 other than to 
spend it.  But here’s the catch – he never spent it on himself.  
This kid who grew up not caring about possessions, because he 
didn’t have any, every time he got money he spent it on 
somebody else, he poured it out because he wanted to take 
care of his family, so he would buy his sister candy because, 



you know, she never got candy.  I would pull him aside and say, 
“Hey, you know you’ve got $10!  Why don’t you save $5 and 
splurge $5, like trying to help him be responsible with this.  I 
could just never get it through his head, and I think about this 
because I was reading a book a couple of years ago by __________, 
he said, “The best things to do with the best things in life is to 
give them away” Right, that’s a powerful and convicting 
sentence!  And I watched this kid who did everything I would 
call irresponsible do exactly that, just as the most natural 
reaction.  He didn’t know how to do all these things that I 
would call responsible, but he did teach me something: he also 
didn’t use it for himself; he wasn’t selfish.  He held what he had 
very, very loosely and when he had an opportunity to serve 
somebody else with it, he would do that.  He might now have 
been the best saver or the most responsible person, but he did 
teach me something about what it means to hold your 
possessions well. 
 
I tell you all of these pretty much-unrelated stories to 
demonstrate that there is a deep diversity in how we use our 
resources.  Not everybody has a stable job, a 401K, and knows 
how to pay their bills.  There’s a lot of diversity in what we 
have been given, there’s a lot of diversity in how we use what 
we have, there’s a lot of diversity in how we hold onto our stuff, 
how we hold onto our retirement plans, how we hold onto our 
income and then I read a passage like this and I am challenged.  
All of my values are kind of turned upside down.   
 
I just share these stories to demonstrate that there’s a lot of 
diversity even in our own community when it comes to how 
much people have, how they use what they have, and how our 
community responds to people who are in need.  I can’t tell you 
how many times at Love Inc. we have had a need walk in our 
door, a family that had everything for the newborn baby that’s 



coming except perhaps the best in that they couldn’t afford it.  
You know their family scraped some money together to get 
some blankets, diapers, kind of everything they needed, they 
didn’t have anywhere to actually put the baby, walked in our 
door.  Sometimes we get those donated, probably about 2-3 
times a year, so we didn’t have any, so we sort of told him, 
“Well, we’ll keep you in mind if we see one” but we really don’t 
have any way to help you in this.  So they left, one hour later, a 
bassinet walks in the door; this happens all the time in all of 
my desire to see that the world is transactional that you get out 
what you put in, sometimes the church shows up.  Sometimes 
God shows up in ways to surprise us!  But God isn’t a magician, 
 
One of my favorite songwriters writes a line and he said, “I 
want a father, not a vending machine.”  I think often times we 
use God like He’s a magician, like you can say, “Abracadabra” 
and things just appear.  I find that His solutions tend to be 
much more human than fantastical.  I know some people that 
don’t believe in God and they choose not to believe in God and 
when they tell me why, all I can do is empathize, all I can say is 
“Yeah! I get that!  It’s really hard!”  If you’re a Christian and 
you’ve never doubted, I can’t imagine going through a faith 
walk without wondering where God is sometimes. 
 
I have a friend whose younger brother died at which point he 
went through a hard fight and became an atheist.  He is very 
vocal now, and when asked why, he’s got a lot of reasons, but 
the main reason is because he has never seen God intervene in 
hard situations.  He has never seen God show up at a tornado, 
he’s never seen God show up at a hurricane and save the 
thousands of people that might die. 
 
But then I think about why I believe in God and I believe in God 
for the same reason that he doesn’t.  It’s because I don’t see 



God show up in those situations either, right?  When a family 
member dies or someone you know gets diagnosed with a 
degenerative disease and you’re just going to watch them 
suffer, you would want God to show up, you would want there 
to be some miracle to save them, but there just isn’t because 
God’s not a magician, He’s not a vending machine, He’s not a 
transaction that we can make.  We pray this happens; that’s not 
how God works and so I believe in God, not because He 
necessarily shows up but because He chooses His church to 
show up. 
 
God doesn’t stand at the Food Pantry at Love Inc. and fill 
orders, but Dianne and Ron Whitesell do!  You know there are 
people in our congregation that do, that respond to people in 
their time of need.    One of the reasons why I love going to this 
church is because I just always get to hear stories, I don’t know 
who and what, but Richard is always saying, “Someone in our 
church did this!” “Someone in our church basically saved 
someone in this way, stepped into someone’s life at this time.” 
 
Sometimes I think that, we think Paul is just like waxing 
theological or making some sort of intellectual argument when 
he says that the church is the body of Christ, but I think he’s 
being pretty literal.  God shows up by empowering His people 
to step into the lives of others while they are hurting and that’s 
why I continue being a Christian because I keep seeing it 
happen.  I keep seeing people who for the love of God step into 
someone’s life and take on the burden of their suffering, who 
help out when they need food on the table, who help out when 
they are about to become homeless.  
 
Now if you look around Huntington, there are definitely people 
who are hurting in situations that the church has not 
intervened in, that’s true and real!  But I’m a Christian because 



I still see it happen all the time, and I think that that is a really 
beautiful thing. 
 
We know that we live in a world where things don’t happen if 
we don’t work or produce, right?  If you want to pay your bills, 
you have to have a job.  We know that it’s wise to save money, 
we know that it’s wise to buy a house to find stability for our 
family and ourselves, but we also know that we live in a world 
where that is not an option for everybody.  We live in a world 
where it’s difficult for some people to make those steps 
towards stability.  We live in a world where not everyone is 
given a fair shot from birth.  We live in a world where even as 
adults’ people are still held back because of cultural 
differences.  We live in a world that’s more complicated than 
pat answers and scripture can tell you, and we live in a world 
where God has asked us to intervene in the lives of each other 
when we’re hurting.  Again, that to me is one of the most 
beautiful parts of Christianity is that we get to see this happen.  
If you worked where I work, you would see it happen every 
single day. 
 
Some people show up just because out of like obligation or 
duty, but most people are there because they truly care about 
their friends and neighbors. 
 
When we read scripture we often use lenses, we approach 
scripture from a certain vantage point.  When I was just out of 
college somebody taught me a new lens through which to view 
this sacred text, and it’s one that I probably wouldn’t have 
gotten to on my own, it’s one that I hadn’t really thought about, 
but now it kind of pervades everything that I do when I read 
the Bible, and it’s this: 
 



“Much of our Bible especially the New Testament was written 
to people who are wealthy.”  Have you ever thought about 
that?  Most of the Bible was written to the wealthy.  It wasn’t 
written trying to teach the poor how to do things, so I work in 
an organization where all we do is try to tell people who are in 
need what to do.  We try really hard not to actually do that, but 
that’s still the nature of that transaction.  Most of how we 
interact in the world is expecting people to live up to our 
standards.  We want people to be healthy, middle class; we 
want people to not be begging in the streets, we want them to 
align themselves with us.   
 
But then we have this holy text that is written to people who 
are rich, as if they have something to learn.  Here’s an example 
of that, and I wouldn’t have seen this either: 
 
Paul is writing to Timothy and he’s giving instructions for the 
church and he writes: “Tell them not to adorn themselves with 
gold and braids”, right?  You’ve seen that passage where, 
women, you’re not allowed to dress nice or whatever.  He’s not 
writing to orphans and widows, he’s not telling that to people 
who don’t have a lot, most of our text, most of our scripture 
was written to people who have a lot to lose and I think it’s 
because of this, the heart of Christianity is about changing our 
hearts, right?  The heart of Christianity is about letting go of the 
things in our hearts that stop us from connecting with each 
other, from being in each other’s lives and about getting rid of 
those things in our hearts that stop us from loving God.  So I 
think that the reason most of this text is written to people who 
are wealthy or who have some semblance of organization in 
their lives is because it’s way easier when you’re in a stable, 
healthy situation to let that be your god, it’s called idolatry; our 
security, our income, our 401K’s, our retirements, they can 
become idols for us.  And it’s not saying that it’s irresponsible 



or bad to have those things, but it’s saying, it’s a lot harder for 
those of us who have security to trust in God, right?  It’s a lot 
harder to let go of things when you have a lot of things.  It’s like 
Kris Kristofferson’s song, “Freedom’s just another word for 
nothing left to lose” right?  People who have very little can 
teach us a lot about what it means to hold your possessions, 
your accumulation well.   
 
So I’m going to read the passage again, and if the song leaders 
want to come up, they can do that now, so: 
 
I’m going to read the passage again and what I want you to do 
is think about it in terms of not  “is God asking me to literally to 
sell all of my stuff and give it to the poor?”  Don’t.  I’m not going 
to pretend like He might not be doing that to you.  If you feel a 
conviction in your heart that you are supposed to do 
something radical like that in your life, pay attention to that.  
But I want you to use the lens of “How can this passage talk to 
my heart about how I hold my possessions?  How can this 
passage influence the way that I view my own wealth, my own 
accumulation, my own stuff and is there a heart change that 
needs to happen?”  That doesn’t mean that you’re going to stop 
accumulating or stop having wealth, but it’s about how are you 
holding that wealth. 
 
Use the lens, “How can this passage, speak to me about how I 
hold onto my own wealth?”  I think that’s really the heart of 
what Jesus is trying to tell us here.  Again, if you’re being 
convicted something a little more literal than that, pay 
attention to it, but that/’s what I want you to do. 
 
Then Jesus said to His disciples, “Therefore I tell you, do not 
worry about your life, what you will eat or about your body, 
what you will wear.  For life is more than food and the body 



more than clothes.  Consider the ravens, they do not sow or 
reap, they have no storeroom or barn, yet God feeds them.  And 
how much more valuable are you than birds?  Who of you by 
worrying can add a single hour to your life?  Since you cannot 
do this very little thing, why do you worry about the rest?  
Consider how the wild flowers grow.  They do not labor or 
spin, yet I tell you, not even Solomon in all of his splendor was 
dressed like one of these.  If that’s how God clothes the grass of 
the field which is here today and tomorrow is thrown into the 
fire, how much more will He clothe you?  You of little faith!  
And do not set your heart on what you will eat or drink.  Don’t 
worry about it.  For the pagan world runs after such things and 
your Father knows that you need them.  But seek His kingdom 
and these things will be given to you as well.   
 
Don’t be afraid, little flock, for your Father has been pleased to 
give you the kingdom.  Sell your possessions and give them to 
the poor.   Provide purses for yourselves that will not wear out, 
a treasure in heaven that will not be exhausted, where no thief 
comes near and no moth destroys.  For where you treasure is, 
there your heart will be also.” 
 
So much of what we hold onto in our hearts is an idol.  God 
wants us to let these idols go, and that’s the nature of the 
spiritual walk of getting close to Jesus is that He’s working on 
your heart, right?  He wants to take this thing that is hard 
inside of you and soften it, transform it.   
 
One of my favorite ancient Christian texts that’s not the Bible is 
called the Didikai, and in it it’s basically a life, I guess 
agreement for a community of Christians that lived around the 
same time as Paul and they wrote, “this is how we’re going to 
live and one of the things they continually, continually 
encourage each other in is that what you have is not your own!  



Hold onto your wealth with an open hand; hold onto your 
possessions with an open hand, not to be irresponsible with it 
but so that you can be sensitive to what God is asking you to do 
with those things in your life.”   
 
The nice thing about that is it’s okay to succeed, right?  You can 
often read these passages and feel like, “Oh, I guess I’m not 
supposed to work hard and do the smart thing.”  That’s not 
what this is getting at.   The reality here is that God is asking us 
to soften our hearts and to hold our hands open so that we can 
be sensitive to the moving of the spirit in our lives, so that 
when we interact with each other and step into each others 
lives, we can share those resources with each other. 
 
He wants us to be His church, that’s really what we’re getting at 
here.  He wants us to invite others into our homes, so they can 
sit down on our couch and soil it or our favorite chair.  He 
wants us to be the messy and the tired and the real hands of 
Jesus in the world.   
 
Will you guys pray with me? 
 
“Jesus, Lord I thank you for the times when you can open our 
hearts and minds.  I thank you for the times when our ears are 
ready to hear Lord and I just pray that that’s us this morning.  
God show us your grace and your mercy and your love.  Help 
us hold it with open hands so that we can share it with the 
world.  It’s in your name that we pray, Amen. 
 
 
 
 
 


